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Buried Problems and a Buried Process: The Hunters Point Naval 

Shipyard in a Time of Climate Change



URLs in chat:

Report, and Mayor’s Responses

Or visit: https://civilgrandjury.sfgov.org/report.html



California Civil Grand Juries 101:

● Volunteer jurors serve 1 year terms

● Investigate and recommend improvements to local government

● Choose their own investigation topics

● Work in secrecy

● Publish reports with non-binding Findings and 

Recommendations



The Hunters Point Naval Shipyard: A Brief History



Point Avisidero (top left) was demolished in 1942, and pulverized for landfill 
to extend the shipyard. 



Gantry Crane at Hunters Point Naval Shipyard at the end of World War II.  As many as 
18,000 people worked in the Shipyard, many living in Navy barracks in Hunters Point. 



In 1946, Shipyard decontamination workers sandblasted ships that had been covered 
in fallout from atomic tests, and burned 600,000 gallons of radioactive fuel oil.



Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory at Hunters Point, 1955



Abandoned Building 253 at Hunters Point Shipyard, 2016. The building  was used to 
store radioactive ship parts and weapons from atomic tests. 
Photograph: Devon Kelley, www.devonkelley.com



Findings & Recommendations



Findings

Identify a specific problem

*

 in local government

* 

Findings can also commend successes



Recommendations

Propose solutions to problems identified in Findings



The short version: The risks posed by rising groundwater in the Shipyard are 
serious and real and haven’t been investigated.

From page 23:



From page 24:



The Jury’s Recommendation:

The City should pay for independent experts to study 

how groundwater will rise in the Shipyard. 









From page 25:







How does San Francisco assert itself in the 
cleanup process? 



The Superfund (CERCLA) 
Process



The Superfund Process is not guaranteed to 
produce the best outcomes for San Francisco. 

Things can go wrong.

They already have.







The short version: The cleanup process is incredibly important, and it is very hard to 
understand.

From page 27:



The high barriers to entry to the “Superfund process” mean:

● Problems can go unnoticed

● It’s hard for San Francisco to advocate for itself

● The City’s deep institutional knowledge is shut out





How can San Francisco protect itself and its 
residents?



Seeking the best outcomes in the “Superfund Process” requires:

● A “due diligence” mindset

● Many eyes

● Different perspectives

● Multiple domains of expertise

● Looking for what was overlooked

● Respecting the process



From page 28:



Under the status quo, San Francisco is protected by:
● A “due diligence” mindset

● Many eyes

● Different perspectives

● Multiple domains of 

expertise

● Looking for what was 

overlooked

● Respecting the process

● Few eyes

● DPH’s perspective

● Narrow expertise



According to Findings 5 & 6, under the status quo:

● The City is poorly prepared to spot problems in the clean up

● And poorly prepared to respond to them

● The City has no process to decide what its priorities are in the 

cleanup

● And no mechanism to track progress towards priorities if we 

had them.



From page 28:



From page 30:



The short version: 
The Board of Supervisors should set up a permanent Shipyard Cleanup Oversight 
Committee and put relevant experts from throughout the City on it.

From page 30:



A Shipyard Cleanup Oversight Committee could:

● Ask “Is San Francisco well served by what is happening in the 

Superfund Process?”

● Surface issues the regulators would not otherwise think about

● Serve as a forum to identify the City’s priorities

● Increase the visibility of the cleanup throughout the City



A committee can bring perspectives from the breadth of the City:

● Infrastructure

● Safety of City Employees

● Equity

● Planning considerations

● More dimensions of health

● Civil Engineering and Earth sciences

● Climate Change Resilience



Recommendations 4-7

● R4&R5 (p. 33): DPH should provide “Cliffs Notes” on 

Superfund documents for Oversight Committee

● R6 (p. 33): DPH should update Committee about contentious 

discussions inside Superfund Process

● R7 (p. 34): The Committee should recommend issues to take to 

the Superfund process, based on groundwater study from R1



Takeaway #1:

● San Francisco needs a high quality forecast of Groundwater Rise 

with Sea Level Rise in the Shipyard

● Before any more parcels are transferred to the City

● Before construction begins



Takeaway #2:

● Change San Francisco’s participation in the Superfund Process

● Bring to bear institutional knowledge from all over the City

● Be alert for problems

● Assertively seek the best outcomes for San Francisco



What’s next:

SFBOS Government Audit and Oversight Committee 
Hearing

Thursday, September 15th, 10am   ????

https://sfbos.org/meetings/government-audit-and-oversight-committee


